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ABSTRACT Existing protocols for benchmarking current quantum co-processors fail to meet the usual
standards for assessing the performance of High-Performance-Computing platforms. After a synthetic
review of these protocols—whether at the gate, circuit or application level—we introduce a new benchmark,
dubbed Atos Q-scoreTM , that is application-centric, hardware-agnostic and scalable to quantum advantage
processor sizes and beyond. The Q-score measures the maximum number of qubits that can be used
effectively to solve the MaxCut combinatorial optimization problem with the Quantum Approximate
Optimization Algorithm. We give a robust definition of the notion of effective performance by introducing
an improved approximation ratio based on the scaling of random and optimal algorithms. We illustrate
the behavior of Q-score using perfect and noisy simulations of quantum processors. Finally, we provide an
open-source implementation of Q-score that makes it easy to compute the Q-score of any quantum hardware.
INDEX TERMS Quantum benchmarking, Combinatorial optimization, Quantum algorithms

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed great progress in the field of
quantum technologies, whether on the hardware side—with
growing computer sizes and quantum operation fidelities—
or on the software side—with many algorithmic improvements. This progress has, among other achievements, enabled
recent claims that quantum advantage—the capacity for a
quantum processor to outperform a classical machine—was
attained by some of the most advanced Noisy, Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ, [Pre18]) processors [AAB+ 19],
[ZWD+ 20]. However, these claims pertain to rather contrived, if not useless computational tasks carefully tailored
for specific quantum processors.
In fact, the crucial milestone for the field to truly come of age
is to identify hard, real-world computational problems whose
solution can be accelerated by quantum computers. Many
different hardware platforms with many different algorithmic
ideas are vying for this goal today. This diversity of quantum
hardware and software candidates for quantum advantage
requires a precise metric of success in order to appraise
the relative power of each quantum computing stack for
outperforming classical computers. This metric will not only
provide a much-needed synthetic overview of the current
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status of the field to end-users such as the high-performancecomputing (HPC) community, but it will also help fuel the
quantum community’s efforts towards real-world applications.
This metric must fulfill a number of criteria to achieve these
goals: (i) Application-centric: The metric must measure the
ability to solve a hard, real-world computational problem that
should be, at least to some extent, representative of a wide
class of computational problems relevant to industry; (ii)
Hardware-agnostic: The metric must not favor any hardware
or software over another; (iii) Scalable: One must be able
to compute the metric for large problem sizes. In particular,
the scaling of the classical processing time for computing the
metric must be polynomial with the problem size.
In the field of classical HPC, these criteria are typically
fulfilled by the LINPACK benchmark [DLP03] that is used
to rank the TOP500 supercomputers. In the field of quantum
computing, a number of metrics have already been proposed
in the literature. As we will explain in more detail in the next
section, none of them fulfill all the above requirements.
The purpose of this paper is to fill this gap by proposing a metric, dubbed "Q-score", that satisfies these requirements. Essentially, the Q-score measures the maximum num1

ber of quantum bits that a quantum computer can use to
solve a combinatorial optimization problem—the Max Cut
problem—significantly better than a classical random algorithm. In other words, it is an estimate of the largest combinatorial optimization problem that can be solved better on a
quantum processor than on a classical computer. Q-score can
be run and computed on any gate-based quantum hardware.
It takes into account the performance of the compilation. An
implementation is available under an open-source license.
To define the Q-score, we carefully investigate the sizedependence of the average performance of random and optimal classical algorithms, as well as the QAOA quantum
algorithm, for solving the Max Cut problem on classes of
random graphs. The metric that we propose, akin to an
improved approximation ratio, allows to measure non-trivial
performance above the level of random classical algorithms.
Finally, we illustrate the behavior of the Q-score using noisy
simulations with a depolarizing noise intensity compatible
with today’s NISQ processors.
This paper is organized as follows: we start by spelling out
the desirable properties of quantum metrics and by reviewing
the main existing quantum metrics (Section I). We then
describe the Q-score protocol (Section II) and discuss its
properties (Section III). We finally explain how to run this
benchmark using an open-source script we provide online
(Section IV).
I. CHARACTERIZING QUANTUM PROCESSORS: GOALS
AND PRIOR WORK

The careful design of Quantum Characterization, Verification
and Validation (QCVV) protocols is crucial for assessing
the potential of current and future quantum processing units
(QPUs). Several such protocols have been proposed in the
recent years, with various levels of proximity to applications,
scalability, fairness and practicality.
In this section, we start by laying out the QCVV criteria
we deem to be most important from a High-Performance
Computing (HPC) perspective. We then briefly review the
main existing proposals and to what extent they fulfill these
criteria.
A. A HIGH-PERFORMANCE-COMPUTING-DRIVEN LIST
OF CRITERIA

The first useful applications of quantum processors will
likely be demonstrated in setups where quantum coprocessors will be used as accelerators for performing
very specific hard computational tasks within a HighPerformance-Computing (HPC) system. The usefulness of
the co-processor will be measured by comparing the performance of such a (possibly hybrid) computation with the
performance of its purely classical counterpart. With this in
mind, we argue that useful QCVV protocols should fulfill the
following three criteria:
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(1) Application-centric: The protocol should yield a single
number (or a few) that unequivocally reflects the potential of
a given QPU for solving a real-life HPC application. Ideally,
the score of the QPU for this given application should be a
proxy for how well the processor performs in general, i.e for
other applications. This focus on applications and its "holistic" goal excludes protocols that narrow the characterization
down to low-level components only, such as, e.g, gate quality
or ability to sample specific classes of circuits (random or
square circuits).
(2) Hardware-agnostic: The protocol should put all the existing or future hardware technologies on an equal footing.
In particular, it should not favor a given technology over the
others.
(3) Scalable: The protocol should be scalable to large numbers of qubits. In particular, the classical computational complexity for processing the quantum output and outputting
the metric should be reasonably moderate. This constraint
excludes protocols that involve classical computations that
are exponentially costly in the number of qubits.
B. PRIOR PROPOSALS

Most previously proposed QCVV protocols focus on gatelevel and circuit-level characterization. We briefly review
these protocols, which give valuable, albeit partial insights
into the performance of a given QPU. We then turn to the
previous attempts at characterizing QPUs from an application
perspective.
1) Gate-level protocols

In the past years, several protocols have been proposed to
characterize the performance of the main low-level components of QPUs, quantum gates and sequences of gates,
namely quantum circuits. The corresponding metrics give
valuable information to compare different implementations
of similar quantum technologies, such as two different experimental realizations of superconducting transmon processors.
They also give indications about the ability of QPUs to run
certain classes of quantum circuits.
The most widely used protocol for characterizing the gatelevel quality of a QPU is Randomized Benchmarking (RB)
[MGE12]. It yields the average fidelity f or average error
rate  = 1 − f of a given gate set [PRY+ 17] while requiring
only polynomial classical resources (provided potentially
exponential compilation overheads are avoided, such as in
Direct Randomized Benchmarking [PCDR+ 19]). It is also
robust to state preparation and measurement (SPAM) errors.
These two aspects are major advantages over direct fidelity
estimation protocols. On the flip side, RB is not applicationcentric: it gives little information as to the performance of
circuits, let alone applications. Indeed, structured circuits (as
opposed to the random circuits used in RB) are more sensitive
to errors than randomized circuits, and thus one can hardly
predict the performance of a structured circuit given the RB
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metrics of its gate set (see [PRY+ 20] for protocols that use
structured circuits). One major reason for this deficiency
is that RB gives little information about crosstalk errors,
which influence the performance of a QPU at the circuit
level (although we note that recent works propose ways of
extending RB to crosstalk estimation [MCWG20]).
Another widely used protocol that goes beyond the measurement of the mere average fidelity of a gate set is Gateset
Tomography (GST) [BKGN+ 13], [MGS+ 13], [Gre15]. This
quantum process tomography method yields the specific
noise model of each quantum operation that a QPU is able
to perform, including gates, state preparation, and measurement. Once the so-called GST gauge has been properly fixed
(see, e.g, [DGG+ 20]), average fidelities can be extracted
from the noise models. More interestingly, the noise models
can be used as inputs to circuit-level simulations. These simulations are generically exponentially costly in the number of
qubits, but can yield precise information about the behavior
of a given circuit executed on a given processor. However,
if GST is realized at the one-qubit and two-qubit level
only, crosstalk effects beyond two-qubit crosstalk, which
are suspected to play an important role in NISQ devices,
will be neglected. Going beyond one-qubit and two-qubit
errors to capture those effects is possible, but requires a cost
in terms of classical processing and amount of data to be
collected from the QPU that scales exponentially with the
number of qubits. Thus, GST is hardly scalable for real-world
applications.
Recently, a protocol called Cycle Benchmarking (CB)
[EWP+ 19] has been proposed to go beyond the limitation of
RB and GST to the characterization of QPUs with operations
acting only a few qubits. Indeed, beyond the crosstalk characterization issue we raised in the previous paragraph, some
technologies such as trapped-ion QPUs provide operations
like the Mølmer-Sorensen gate that act on multiple (even all)
qubits in a register. CB can detect crosstalk and is robust to
SPAM errors [EWP+ 19]. However, as a gate-level protocol,
it cannot be used to characterize the potential of a QPU at an
application level.
2) Circuit-level protocols

A number of protocols has been proposed to measure the
ability of QPUs to run certain classes of circuits.
One such protocol is the Quantum Volume (QV) [CBS+ 19]
metric, and its generalization to non-square circuits, Volumetric Benchmarks (VB) [BKY19]. They measure the ability
of a QPU to prepare a random state given a certain number of
qubits (circuit width) and a certain gate count (circuit depth).
While QV looks only at square circuits (with equal width and
depth), which fails to capture algorithms that do not involve
square circuits (like Shor’s algorithm), VB lifts this limitation. However, the core metric of QV/VB, namely the heavy
output generation probability (HOV, [AC16]), requires the
exponentially costly computation of probability amplitudes
(to compute the set of heavy outputs). These approaches
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are thus not scalable. Furthermore, they focus on classes of
random circuits, making them hardly suitable for assessing
the performance of a QPU on a real application.
Related protocols, dubbed Cross-Entropy Benchmarking
(XEB) and Cross-Entropy Fidelity [AAB+ 19], [NRK+ 17],
have been recently proposed and used to compare the ability
of a QPU to generate random states with that of a classical
computer. Like QV and VB, these protocols require classical resources that are exponential in the number of qubits,
thereby limiting their scalability, and they focus on families
of random circuits, preventing a straightforward extrapolation of the corresponding metric to real-world applications.
Recently, Ref. [MSSD20] proposed a series of benchmarks
that comprise the QV, VB and XEB metrics together with
the l1 norm to compare probability distributions. Similar
limitations in terms of the classical complexity to compute
the metric and difficulty to use it as a proxy for an actual
application also apply to this work.
Ref. [PRY+ 20] recently proposed a protocol based on the
"mirroring" concept (also used in RB) that allows to get
rid of the exponential classical effort that plagues the previous circuit-level protocols. Yet, the ability to use this other
circuit-level metric to reliably predict the behavior of a given
QPU for a real application remains to be investigated.
3) Application-level protocols

We now turn to application-level protocols.
One of the most promising applications of quantum processors is the field of quantum many-body physics, since
quantum processors are by construction quantum many-body
systems with a large number of quantum bits interacting with
one another in a controlled fashion.
Ref. [DDSG+ 20] recently proposed a metric dubbed
Fermionic Depth (FD) to quantify the ability of a QPU
to tackle a quantum many-body problem. The prototypical many-body problem chosen in this work is the onedimensional Fermi-Hubbard model, whose ground-state enexact
ergy in the infinite-size limit, E∞
, can be computed exactly in polynomial time on a classical computer via the socalled Bethe ansatz method [LW68]. The protocol consists
in computing, with a QPU, the approximate ground-state
energy of this model EL for different (linear) sizes L, and
then returning the deviation to the exact energy at infinite
exact
size, ∆EL = EL − E∞
. In practice, due to the limited
coherence of current (NISQ) processors, EL is computed via
a hybrid quantum-classical method, the Variational Quantum
Eigensolver (VQE, [PMS+ 14]) method, as opposed to fully
coherent algorithms like the Quantum Phase Estimation algorithm, that are not suitable for non-error-corrected QPUs.
Due to decoherence effects, the corresponding ∆EL curve
is going to display a minimum at a given size L∗ , dubbed
the fermionic length of the QPU under investigation. This
fermionic length thus gives an indication about the maximum
size of a fermionic problem that a given QPU can handle.
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The predictive power of this metric for problems outside the 1D Fermi-Hubbard model remains to be investigated: whether the fermionic length estimated for a onedimensional problem is related to the fermionic length that
can be achieved for two-dimensional quantum many-body
problems is an open question. Indeed, those two-dimensional
problems, which are among the hardest to tackle with
the most advanced classical algorithms, display phenomena
(high-temperature superconductivity, pseudogap phase, ...)
that are radically different from one-dimensional problems.
Quantum chemistry problems, on the other hand, usually
feature interactions between many orbitals, whereas the Hubbard model has only local interactions, raising the question of
the relevance of the fermionic length for chemistry problems.
We note that Ref. [MPJ+ 19] proposed a chemistry-based
benchmark of quantum processors, albeit with a focus on
small molecules only and therefore no clear path towards
scalability yet.
Finally, Ref. [DL20] proposed an extension of the LINPACK
benchmark (that is used to rank classical supercomputers) to
a quantum setting. The protocol consists in solving a linear
system of equations Ax = b, with A a random dense matrix,
by outputting an approximate solution g(A)|bi with g(x) a
polynomial approximation of x−1 . While this protocol avoids
the usual read-in problem (it does not require the use of
a QRAM to load A from classical data) through a blockencoding method (random circuits UA are used such that one
of the blocks of this unitary is A, with A a random dense
matrix), its measure of success consists in comparing the
output vector g(A)|bi to the actual solution (in addition to a
measure of the wall-clock time). This entails an exponential
classical cost (through e.g a cross-entropy test), which limits
the scalability of the method.

size n. We now describe the settings in which the algorithm is
run, and how its performance is assessed for a given instance
size.
a: The circuit implementation.

We assume that we tackle instances using the standard QAOA
Ansatz as described in [FGG14]. Given a graph G = (V, E)
(with V and E the vertex and edge set, respectively) and a
depth parameter p, we implement the parameterized circuit:
Y
γi
βi
(1)
e−i 2 H0 e−i 2 HG
U (γ, β) =
1≤i≤p

where H0 = −

(i)

P

1≤i≤n

HG =

σx and

X

σz(i) σz(j) −

i,j∈E

|E|
.
2

(2)

Here, σx and σz denote the Pauli X and Z operators, and |E|
is the number of edges in the graph.
γi

(i)

(j)

In practice, each rotation e−i 2 σz σz is decomposed using
a sub-circuit of 2 CNOT gates and a single RZ rotation.
βi
The propagator e−i 2 H0 is implemented using a wall of RX
gates.
b: The classical optimizer.

The classical optimization routine used to minimize the
Ansatz energy is COBYLA [Pow94]. This optimizer behaves
well in perfect settings and for shallow circuits (i.e circuits
with a low number of parameters). Since we expect that
increasing the depth of the Ansatz will probably only degrade
performances, this choice seems reasonable.
c: Computing the score.

II. THE PROTOCOL

In this section we describe our benchmark metric proposal.
Similarly to other benchmark proposals, Q-score works by
iteratively testing a quantum co-processor using a scalable
test Tn indexed by a problem size n. Naturally, the score will
be the largest problem size n? such that Tn? holds.
Informally the test consists in:
(a) Picking a collection of random graphs of size n
(b) Running a QAOA-MaxCut algorithm on these graphs
and computing C(n), the average of the expected cut
cost for each instance
(c) Computing a score β(n) that depends on C(n) and
testing Tn : β(n) > β ? for some constant β ? .
The next subsection is dedicated to the description of this test
Tn . The detailed explanation of the various choices described
in this section can be found in section III.
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST

Our test Tn consists in running a Quantum Approximate
Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) for a MaxCut instance of
4

For a given size n, we run a QAOA-MaxCut on 100 random
graphs in G(n, p = 21 ), the distribution of Erdös-Renyi
graphs obtained by taking an empty graph and connecting
each pair of vertices with probability 12 . These graphs are
relatively dense and constitute a standard class used for
benchmarks. Given C(n), the average of the energies (multiplied by −1) produced by QAOA over these 100 graphs, we
compute the following ratio:
2

C(n) − n8
.
(3)
λn3/2
We say that the quantum processor passes the test for this
size n if β(n) > β ? . Here, the threshold β ? ∈]0, 1[ dictates
how demanding is the test: a test with β ? = 0 can be passed
by a simple coin toss, while a test with β ? = 1 can only be
passed by an exact solver. Hence β ? can be seen as fraction
of performance between a naive randomized algorithm and
an exact solver. In practice, the threshold β ? is arbitrarily set
to 0.2. We take λ = 0.178 (see discussion below, section III).
We also fix the number of shots (repetitions) to be used to get
the estimate of the QAOA energy for a given graph to 2048.
β(n) =
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0.7

achieves scalings within 40 % (resp. 60 %) of the optimal
scaling λn3/2 (after subtraction of the leading n2 /8 term).

0.6

We compare this behavior to the scores obtained with simulations of noisy QPUs. We choose a simple depolarizing noise
model with a level of noise that is consistent with today’s
NISQ processors. More specifically, we add depolarizing
noise after each gate, with an average error rate of

Ratio β(n)

0.5
0.4
0.3

2 = 2%

0.2

β ⋆ = 20⋆

0.1
0.0

perfect p = 1
perfect p = 2
5

7

noi y (all-to-all)
noi y (grid)
9

11
13
15
number of qubit n

17

19

21

FIGURE 1: Evolution of β(n) for different simulated QPUs:
perfect QPU with p = 1 (blue), p = 2 (cyan), and noisy
QPU with a depolarizing noise model (see text), with p = 1,
all-to-call connectivity (solid red lines), and grid connectivity
(dashed red lines). The dash-dotted black line shows the 20%
threshold above which the Q-score test is passed. The error
bar is the standard error of the mean score over 100 graphs.
The final Q-score is the largest n such that this test succeeds,
i.e
n? ≡ max{n ∈ N, β(n) > β ? }.
(4)
d: Remarks.

The choice of β ? is somewhat arbitrary. β ? was set so that
a QAOA of depth p = 1 running on a perfect quantum
processor will pass the test and will have an infinite Q-score.
(As will be seen later [Fig. 2], for p = 1, β Q (n) ≈ 40% for
a perfect QPU). In practice, the Q-score implementation we
provide is parameterized by this β ? . Moreover, it is usually
not necessary to iteratively try each instance size until the test
fails, since β(n) is expected to be a monotonically decreasing
function of n. This implies that one can employ a dichotomic
search in order to find n? , the largest n such that β(n? ) > β ? .
Our implementation supports both iterative evaluation and
dichotomic search.
B. ILLUSTRATION: PERFECT AND NOISY SIMULATIONS

To illustrate the meaning of the Q-score, we simulated the
behavior of QAOA-MaxCut on various Quantum Processing
Units (QPUs) using the Atos Quantum Learning Machine
(QLM).
We started by running QAOA-MaxCut on a perfect (noiseless) QPU for two values of the number p of QAOA layers.
As expected, we see, in Figure 1, that the score increases
with an increasing p due to an increased expressivity of the
QAOA ansatz. We also observe that the ratio β(n) achieved
by this perfect QPU is roughly constant as n increases, with
β(n) ≈ 40% for p = 1, and β(n) ≈ 60% for p = 2. This
means that QAOA executed on a perfect quantum processor
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for two-qubit gates (in comparison, the two-qubit error rates reported for IBM Johannesburg [IBM], Google
Sycamore [AAB+ 19, Fig.2, Table II], Rigetti Aspen 7 [Rig]
and ionQ [WBD+ 19], are, respectively, 0.2%, 0.62%, 4.8%
and 2.5%), and
1 = 0.4%
for one-qubit gates (this factor of 5 between the one- and
two-qubit error rates is observed in typical superconducting
and trapped-ion architectures, with reported one-qubit error
rates of 0.041%, 0.16%, 0.77% and 0.5% for the four aforementioned platforms). For the sake of simplicity, we assume
perfect initialization and readout, and neglect noise during
idling periods.
We observe that the ratio β(n) achieved with a noisy QPU
is, as expected, lower than with a perfect QPU. More importantly, it decreases with the problem size n (i.e the number
of qubits): larger problems require longer circuits and hence
lead to an increased sensitivity to noise. Moreover, a limited
connectivity (e.g a grid connectivity) leads to a decreased
ratio, since these connectivity constraints require the original
QAOA circuit to be optimized to comply with the constraints.
This optimization, carried out following a method described
in [HNYN09], [MdB20] using one of Atos QLM’s compilation plugins, leads to longer circuits and hence degraded
performance in the presence of noise.
From these simulations, we can infer that the Q-score for a
noisy QPU with a grid connectivity is n? = 11. For the noisy
QPU with an all-to-all connectivity, we can infer that n? =
21. For perfect QPUs, QAOA achieves an infinite Q-score.
Let us stress that this example also shows that beyond
assessing the quality of the hardware for solving QAOAMaxCut, the Q-score also assesses the performance of the
software stack: for instance, a better compiler to optimize for
connectivity constraints will lead to an increased β(n) and
hence to an increased Q-score.
III. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the various choices made in this
proposal. First of all, let us recall briefly what we need to
achieve.
A. THE ALGORITHM CHOICE

We are not looking at finding a discerning metric for quantum
supremacy. Our goal is simply to consider an application that
5

is both representative of practical needs from the industry and
challenging for current hardware platforms.
a: The choice of QAOA-MaxCut

Most, if not all, proposed algorithms compatible with the
NISQ era, are variational algorithms. It thus seems natural,
in an application-centric benchmark, to focus on this type
of algorithms. Among all these propositions, we need one
that fits a particular set of requirements. First, the algorithm
should be scalable, in the sense that one should be able to
rather smoothly increase the problem size in order to isolate
the precise threshold were the quantum co-processor fails.
Combinatorial optimization problems usually fit this criterion
quite easily. Moreover, we also need the test to be efficiently
computable. By averaging over a simple class of random
instances, we can deduce asymptotic values for usually intractable quantities (see next subsection). This might be hard
to do efficiently for other classes of problems. Hence, the
Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm seems to be
a good candidate that fits these needs. We chose the MaxCut
problem for the simple reason that it is both simple to
implement and simple to analyze. For instance, it is possible
to know the average number of entangling gates required in
the Ansatz, even after compilation and optimization. This
would not be the case were we to consider problems that
involved clauses over more that 2 variables (mainly due to the
variability of the literature in architecture-aware phase polynomial synthesis algorithms [NGM20], [MdB20], [vdGD20]
or other less competitive SWAP-based routing techniques).
b: The choice of the class G(n, 21 )

This class of graphs is quite standard in random graph
literature and has a predictable behavior with regard to the
MaxCut problem. Moreover, they constitute a class of dense
graphs, with half of their possible edges present (on average).
QAOA-MaxCut are often run using k-regular graphs for the
simple reason that these graphs are very sparse. In fact their
edge density decrease with their size. We argue that most
real world applications will not have this property. Hence the
choice of G(n, 21 ). One could relax a bit the test by picking
a class G(n, f (n)) with f (n) = o( n1 ), that is a class of
graph where edges are picked uniformly with a probability
that decreases with n, but such that the average number of
2
edges f (n) n2 still grows faster that n.

an approximation heuristic such as QAOA is to consider
C(G)
the approximation ratio α(G) = Cmax
(G) , where C(G) is
the score of the worst solution that can be produced by the
heuristic and Cmax (G) is the cost of the optimal solution for
the given graph G. Since we are dealing with a randomized
Q
algorithm, this quantity translates into αQ (G) = E C[C(G)]
max
where EQ [C] would be the expected score of a solution
produced by QAOA. (With an infinite number of shots,
EQ [C(G)] = −hΨ(γ, β)|HG |Ψ(γ, β)i, with |Ψ(γ, β)i =
U (γ, β)|0i⊗n , see Eqs. (1) and (2)).
Since we are interested in a typical behavior over a class of
random graphs, we want to average this quantity, giving us an
expected approximation ratio over instances of a given size,


αQ (n) = EG∼G(n, 12 ) αQ (G) .
The behavior of this quantity is hard to derive, but it is easy
to derive the behavior of the closely related quantity,


EG∼G(n, 12 ) EQ [C(G)]
C Q (n)
Q
≡
.
α (n) ≡
EG∼G(n, 21 ) [Cmax (G)]
Cmax (n)
αQ (n) can be seen as a first-order approximation to αQ (n).
Since QAOA produces score distributions that are at least as
good as straightforward random sampling, we get
αQ (n) ≥

C R (n)
.
Cmax (n)

(5)

R
We now turn to the behavior
(n). Erdös of C (n) and Cmax
2
1
Renyi graphs of G n, 2 have, on average, n4 edges. On
average over the complete family, their cuts have an expected
cost

 E[|E|]
n2
=
.
C R (n) ≡ EG∼G(n, 12 ) ER [C(G)] =
2
8
Recent results [GL18], [DMS17] show that their typical
maximum cut size grows as
3
n2
+ λn 2 + o(n3/2 ),
8
(6)
1
with λ ≥ 2√π ≈ 0.159. In practice, a numerical fit in the
range n ∈ [5, 40] yields a value of λ ≈ 0.178 (see Figure 2).
Plugging these results into Eq. (5), we obtain

Cmax (n) ≡ EG∼G(n, 21 ) (Cmax (G)) =

αQ (n) ≥

n2
8
n2
8

3

+ λn 2

,

(7)

which approaches 1 when n diverges.
B. TEST DEFINITION AND APPROXIMATION RATIO

In this subsection, we detail the reasoning behind the definition of the score (Eq. (3)) and the corresponding success
criterion.
a: The usual approximation ratio and its lower bound.

We recall that the algorithm is run on Erdös-Renyi graphs
G of fixed
size n and with edge probability 12 , denoted

1
G n, 2 . A standard way to evaluate the performance of
6

b: An improved approximation ratio

This lower bound suggests that αQ (n) is not the appropriate
quantity to consider to assess the quality of a heuristic for
MaxCut on this class of graphs. Because the expected approximation ratio of random sampling grows with n, requiring a quantum processor to achieve a fixed approximation
ratio is not an interesting test (for this class of graphs): this
ratio will get easier and easier to reach as n grows. For
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In order to avoid this issue, we consider instead the same
2
quantities after subtracting the leading n8 term:

Average MaxCut score for G(n, 21 )
avg. maxcut score
n2 + λn 3/2
8

350
300

β(n) ≡

score

250
200

Cmax (n)

2

C(n) − n8
=
,
λn3/2

(8)

We use this definition to specify the conditions to pass the Qscore: we require the quantum algorithm achieve a ratio that
exceeds a constant value β ? ∈]0, 1[:

150
100

β Q (n) ≥ β ? .

50
0
10
10

20

n

30

40

50

(9)

Based on numerical simulations with NISQ-compatible noise
levels (see subsection II-B above), we fix β ? to β ? = 20%.
This requirement implies that the quantum heuristic must
fulfill satisfactory scalability properties: indeed, achieving a
2
ratio βnQ ≥ β ? implies that the quantity C Q (n)− n8 grows at
least as νn3/2 , with ν = β ? λ and λ the scaling of the optimal
solution (see Eq. (6)). In other words, we require the scaling
rate of the quantum heuristic to be at least within a fraction
β ? = 20% of the scaling of the optimal solution.

perfect p = 1

Fit νx 3/2, ν = 0.070 ± 1.15e − 03
perfect p = 2

8

Score C(n) − n 2/8

n2
8
2
− n8

C(n) −

Fit νx 3/2, ν = 0.107 ± 1.05e − 03

6

4

For instance, random sampling, which always produces a
vanishing ratio β R (n) = 0, cannot fulfill the Q-score for
any β ? > 0. Conversely, requiring β ? = 100% would mean
requiring to achieve the optimal solution.

2

5

7

9

11
13
15
number of q bits n

17

19

21

FIGURE 2: Top: Scaling of the expected maximum cut size
for Erdös-Renyi graphs of increasing size. Each data point (in
blue) is computed by solving 200 MaxCut instances (using
the AKMaxSAT solver [AMP05]). In orange is a fit of shape
2
3
y = n8 + λn 2 with λ ≈ 0.178 obtained by a standard leastsquares method (r-value > 1 − 10−3 ). Bottom: Fit of QAOA
scores C(n) − n2 /8 to νn3/2 for p = 1 (blue) and p = 2
(cyan). The obtained values for ν correspond to β = ν/λ =
40% and 60%, respectively.

instance, the previous inequality tells us that over random
graphs of size 1500, random sampling will produce cuts
with an average score that is 99.5% of the average score
of the maximal cuts. This means that the most ineffective
quantum processor, as long as it has 1500 qubits, will achieve
at least the same ratio of expected cost. This phenomenon
was for instance observed in [DHJ+ 20], where both random
and quantum approaches seemed to behave increasingly well
for larger instances. This behavior is not a particularity of
the G(n, 12 ) class. In fact, this result holds for any class
of random graphs such that edges are picked uniformly at
random [GL18], [DMS17] and such that the number of edges
grows faster than O(n). If the number of edges is a O(n),
then the standard average approximation ratio definition will
be upper bounded by a constant that can be analytically
derived. This is for instance the case for k-regular graphs (see
section III-D).
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Figure 3 gives a qualitative graphical summary of the different quantities discussed here.
c: Remark.

In [AAB+ 20], the authors use a similar definition for the
approximation ratio, with different motivations. Their definition comes from the fact that they are interested in min0
=
imizing the energy of Ising Hamiltonians of shape HG
P
(i) (j)
,
i.e.
without
the
constant
energy
offset
of
σ
σ
z
z
i,j∈E
|E|
2 (compare to HG in Eq. (2)). The spectra of these Hamiltonians do not coincide with the usual cut size functions,
but exhibit the same feature as the cost metric described in
Eq. (8).
d: A continuous score.

Even though the proposed protocol outputs a single number,
it is possible to extract far more information from a run of
Q-score. For instance, a good benchmark metric would be
to track the largest ν constant accessible for each problem
size n. This scaling would allow a manufacturer to track the
performances of its processors when scaling up the number
of qubits/problem size. Moreover, this ν factor provides a
comparison tool with various behaviors whether it is random
sampling (ν = 0), perfect solving (ν = λ ≈ 0.178), perfect
QAOA (ν ≈ 0.07 for p = 1, ≈ 0.107 for p = 2, see Fig. 2).
C. A NOTE ON THE EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

When defining the protocol, we set the value of the number
of shots as well as the optimization procedure. While these
7
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FIGURE 3: (a) Typical scaling of the expected costs C(n) for
three cases: expected maximum cut size Cmax (n) (orange),
expected random cut size C R (n) (blue), and cost corresponding to our threshold β ? = 20% (green). (b) Scaling of the
average expectation ratios α(n) (namely cost normalized by
the expected maximum cut size Cmax (n)) (c) Scaling of
the cost with the leading n2 /8 term subtracted. (d) Scaling
of the improved expectation ratios β(n) (namely with the
leading term subtracted and normalized by the maximum cut
scaling). (e) Evolution of β(n) for a typical Q-score run: in
red, the scaling of a QAOA running on a perfect quantum
processor. In purple, the scaling of a QAOA running on a
imperfect processor. In this last setting, the dashed red line
will give the returned Q-score.
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choices are somewhat arbitrary, they arguably do not significantly impact the final value of the Q-score.
The number of shots (2048) is representative of the typical
numbers of shots used on experimental processors. It gives
reasonable statistical errors on the estimate of the cost function.
As for the choice of the classical optimization procedure:
we argue that the value of Q-score does not depend on
the classical optimizer, provided it is "good enough", i.e it
suitably optimizes the QAOA parameters. In our experience,
COBYLA is one such optimizer.
Finally, we note that the time-to-solution could easily be
taken into account by Q-score by setting a maximum time
budget to compute β Q (n) for a given graph size n. For the
time being, we did not specify such a time limit, but Q-score
should be reported together with the absolute time required
to compute β(n? ).

In this protocol, and the discussion of section III-B, we
focused on a particular class of random graphs, namely
Erdös-Renyi random graphs with edge probability 12 . These
graphs have the nice property of being dense, and thus any
(positive) result for this class of graph has a good chance
to transpose to any application. However, running QAOAMaxCut for these graphs can be quite demanding, since a
2
typical circuit would have around k n2 CNOT gates for an
Ansatz of depth k over a graph of size n. This quadratic
scaling can be quite demanding for a real hardware platform.
In this section, we show how a similar score/test can be
derived for other classes of random graphs that would define
less demanding tests, as in running circuits with a lower
entangling gate count. All the results presented below can be
derived from the scaling proven in [DMS17]. In this work,
the authors state that the scaling of the average maximum cut
size for random graphs with γn edges picked uniformly can
be expressed as:
r
nγ
γ
√
Cmax (n) =
+ P?
n + o(n γ)
(10)
2
2
p
where P? ≤
2/π. Numerical estimate of this constant
gives P? = 0.76321 ± 0.00003. This result gives us quite
naturally the difference in scaling between the cut sizes produced by random sampling, nγ
2 , and the cut sizes produced
by an exact solver.
We now detail this scaling for two classes of graphs: generic
G(n, p) random graphs and random k-regular graphs.
a: G(n, p) graphs

We can run the same calculation as the one for G(n, 21 ) for
any edge probability p. In this setting, we have γ = pn
2 and
similarly to the G(n, 12 ) case, the average maximum cut size
grows as
3
n2
Cmax (n) = p
+ λp n 2
4
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√
for some constant λp . Analytically, we expect λp = 2pλ 12 ,
with λ 21 the scaling of the p = 12 case. The direct consequence is that we can use a similar test as for p = 12 and
pose:

14
15
16
17

18
2

2

β(n) =

C(n) − p n4

2

Cmax (n) − p n4

C(n) − p n4
=
λp n3/2

19
20
21

√

22

where λp can be either fitted numerically or taken as λ 21 2p.
Overall, this boils down to comparing the QAOA perfor2
mance C(n) − p n4 against a n3/2 scaling.
Here, we derived an expression for β(n) where p is constant,
but the derivation hold for any size dependent probability
p = f (n). Hence, we can define the same benchmark
with increasingly dense (and thus difficult to implement)
instances.

benchmark = QScore(
QPU,
size_limit=20, # limiting the instace sizes
to 20
depth=1,
# using an Ansatz depth of 1
output="perfect.csv",
rawdata="perfect.raw"
)
benchmark.run()

Listing 1: Python script to run Q-score
Here, the QPU is a perfect circuit simulator provided by
myQLM. In order to use a true hardware QPU, one simply
needs to interface one’s QPU with the myQLM API. This
thin layer typically looks as follows:
1
2

from qat.core.qpu import QPUHandler
from qat.core import Result

3
4

b: k-regular graphs

5
6

Regular graphs have the convenient property of being very
sparse, with a number of edges of kn
2 for a k-regular graph
of size n. For this class of graph the scaling of the average
maximum cut is in fact proven, and not only known within
an interval. Applying Eq. (10) with γ = k gives us:
√
√
nk P? k
Cmax (n) =
+
n + o(n k),
4
2
hence a natural choice of β is:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

class MyQPU(QPUHandler):
def submit_job(self, job):
# Evaluate the job using your QPU
# A job constains:
# a circuit:
circuit = job.circuit
# possibly an observable
observable = job.observable
# or a list of qubits to sample:
qubits = job.qubits

15
16

17

# Results are returned in a ‘Result‘
object
return result

18

β(n) =

nk
4
− nk
4

C(n) −

C(n) −
=
λn

nk
4

Cmax (n)
√
for some constant λ = P? k/2. Once again, we can either
use the analytical value for λ or fit it numerically for small
instances. That is, if we fix k, we are looking to compare the
QAOA performances over k-regular graphs C(n) − nk
4 , to a
linear scaling in n.
IV. RUNNING Q-SCORE YOURSELF: AN OPEN-SOURCE
REPOSITORY

We provide a Python package, qscore (https://www.github.
com/myQLM/qscore), to compute the Q-score for any QPU
that has been interfaced with the open-source myqlm library.
Once the qscore package is installed, here is the typical
script that needs to be run:
1
2
3

from qat.qscore.benchmark import QScore
from qat.plugins import ScipyMinimizePlugin
from qat.qpus import get_default_qpu

4
5
6
7

# Our QPU is composed of:
# - a variational optimizer plugin
# - a QLM/myQLM default qpu (either LinAlg or
pyLinalg)

8
9
10
11
12
13

QPU = ScipyMinimizePlugin(
method="COBYLA",
tol=1e-4,
options={"maxiter": 300}
) | get_default_qpu()
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Listing 2: Python script to make your own QPU compatible
with myQLM

V. CONCLUSION

In this note, we have introduced the Atos Q-score, an
application-centric, hardware-agnostic and scalable metric
that measures the ability of a full quantum stack—hardware
and software—to solve a prototypical combinatorial optimization problem, MaxCut, using the Quantum Approximate
Optimization Algorithm, a widespread variational quantum
heuristic compatible with Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum
co-processors. Instead of focusing on how well the basic
building blocks of a quantum processor work, like most existing metrics, Q-score provides information as to the capacity
of the processor to solve an actual problem. It does so without
favoring any hardware technology or software paradigm, and
will be applicable to very large problems due to its scalability.
Like the classical LINPACK benchmark, the Q-score focuses on a given problem as a proxy for most other hard
computational problems. Here, MaxCut was chosen as a
representative hard problem, because it appears to be quite
simple and universal. In the search for the "killer application"
for quantum co-processors, other more relevant problems
may appear and supersede MaxCut, but the same strategy as
the one we describe in this note will likely be applicable.
Likewise, the choices of optimizer (COBYLA) and other
9

parameters (number of shots, number of graphs, etc) we set
the value of for the sake of standardization have a degree of
arbitrariness. In a similar vein, the current protocol is geared
to digital quantum co-processors. An extension to analog
processors is rather straightforward, and will be the topic of
future work.
All these variations on the protocol proposed in this note
should not influence the overall outcome of the procedure,
and thus the usefulness of the benchmark.
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